Abstract-Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication not only provides ultra-high speed radio access but is also ideally suited for efficient and flexible wireless backhauling. Specifically for dense deployments, a mmWave macro base station (MBS) that serves a large number of mmWave micro base stations (µBSs) is much more cost effective than legacy cellular architectures which connect µBSs to the core network through fibers. In addition, µBSs can cooperate with each other by acting as relay nodes. The directional nature of mmWave communication allows for spatial reuse, even in the presence of interference, which can be exploited to optimize mmWave wireless backhaul performance. The optimization opportunistically prioritizes the use of good connections at the MBS and further leverages compact and concurrent transmissions between µBS. Relays and directional antennas speed up communication, but increase the complexity of the scheduling problem. In this work, we study the mmWave backhaul scheduling problem and derive an MILP formulation for it as well as upper and lower bounds. We prove that the problem is NP-hard and can be approximated, but only if interference is negligible. By means of numerical simulations, we compare theoretical results with heuristics in small system sizes. Results validate the analysis and demonstrate the high performance of our heuristics in realistic cellular settings.
INTRODUCTION
N EXT generation cellular networks aim to increase wireless data rates to gigabits per second and reduce latencies to milliseconds or less [1] . Such networks will use a flexible architecture to reliably cope with an ultra high density of devices, up to tens or hundreds of devices per square meter. Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication on frequencies from 6 to 300 GHz is an extremely interesting technology to address these challenges. The unprecedented vast amount of available spectrum and the possibility of integrating antenna arrays with a high number of antenna elements for very directional communication allow for multigigabit link speeds and excellent spatial reuse [2] . At the same time, communication range is a key issue. mmWave signals are very vulnerable to shadowing and exhibit high frequency-related attenuation, which has to be accounted in the network architecture design. mmWave communication has been proposed for wireless backhauling of small cells as well as the actual radio access. It is particularly well suited for backhauling in extremely dense cell deployments, where other backhaul technologies are cost intensive [3] .
In this context, mmWave can be used to build a wireless backhaul among a macro base station (MBS) and a large number of micro base stations (µBSs) spaced a few tens of meters apart, thus extending the coverage of the MBS. At the same time, the highly directional nature of mmWave pwong@liverpool.ac.uk. makes cooperative relaying among µBSs much more useful than at lower frequencies, where interference offsets much of the potential gains. The rationale behind this approach is that the MBS is typically the bottleneck in the network, and it is therefore beneficial to offload traffic from the MBS to a nearby µBS as fast as possible. This µBS can then relay the traffic to the destination µBSs, while at the same time the MBS can already forward more traffic to the next suitable µBS. Such a relay schedule improves spatial reuse and reduces the overall time taken to distribute the traffic to the destination µBSs. The MBS can even have multiple RF chains-the electronic device used to transmit/receive radio signals-and so communicate with more than one µBS in parallel. Fig. 1 illustrates this approach, which is the reference scenario used in this paper. Since it can be adapted at millisecond time scales and includes costs and advantages of beamsteering in the loop, the mmWave relay case is very different from other relay optimization problems studied in the literature and involving, e.g., WLAN, cellular and satellite networks [4] or free-space optical links [5] . The possibility of relaying and the availability of multiple antenna elements make possible communication speedups as described above, but also increase the complexity of 1 . The makespan is the time needed to complete the delivery of all files. Hence, the makespan corresponds to the elapsed time until all files arrive at their destinations.
interference, especially in backhaul systems [14] , [15] . Multiple links can be active simultaneously as long as their beams do not overlap. This motivates our backhaul interference model which is based on the protocol model [16] . We assume that two links can be scheduled in the same time slot as long as a receiver does not experience interference from a significant side or main lobe of the other transmitter, i.e., only if the strongest interference is weak enough. As widely discussed in [17] , this is a very accurate interference model for mmWave backhaul systems with strong directionality. Furthermore, such a simple model is almost as accurate as a more complex SINR-based one, while being mathematically tractable. Recent works have also applied similar models. The authors of [15] optimize routing in mmWave cellular networks by means of maximizing spatial reuse thanks to the limited interference from remaining transmissions. In [18] , the authors apply D2D features to access and backhaul mmWave networks so to exploit the directionality of mmWave antennas and mitigate interference from multiple sources, and in [19] , energy efficiency of mmWave backhaul networks is studied in order to establish concurrent flows such that interference between beams is lower than a threshold. Therefore, the interference model considered in this paper is based on realistic assumptions and is commonly used in the literature.
There is also a large body of work in optimization, scheduling, and relay selection in OFDMA/TDD cellular networks and WLANs using the same resources for direct transmissions and for relay [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] including several that propose dynamic TDD algorithms designed to exploit the new LTE-B enhanced Interference Mitigation and Traffic Adaptation (eIMTA) capabilities [26] , [27] , [28] . Authors of [29] compute the capacity of a relayassisted OFDMA-based cellular network, in which interference is the main limiting factor. However, they do not account for the intrinsic characteristics of mmWave transmission to model and optimize transmission qualities and interferences. Indeed, the existing works focus mainly on scheduling and ICIC under the assumption of an interference-limited regime, whereas we assume constant interference due to directional isolation. We also take centralized scheduling, unlike works on distributed MAC schemes for mesh networks, as in [30] . Also, while we base our analysis on average rate values, stochastic geometry analysis of self-backhaul mmWave networks has recently been shown in [31] as well as a scaling law analysis in [32] . However, our formulations and analysis are novel and allow to shed light on the tradeoff between compact parallelism of mmWave link scheduling and establishment costs.
The use of mmWave for backhauling small cells in a dense cellular environment enables cost-effective and flexible replacement of the expensive and time-consuming deployment of fiber for gateway access. As discussed in [33] , [34] , the IEEE 802.11ay amendment, which is the successor to IEEE 802.11ad, includes several modifications that make mmWave suitable for wireless backhauling, among other use-cases. IEEE 802.11ay includes new techniques such as channel bonding and aggregation, non-uniform constellations and enhanced beamforming training that enable peak rates of tens of gigabits per second and allow to build high-speed wireless backhaul networks. Authors in [35] introduce mmWave backhaul for heterogeneous networks, in which they use joint scheduling and resource allocation schemes based on spatial-division multiple access. In contrast to our approach, they maximize the flow throughput while selecting which paths the content should follow from the BS to the user, without relaying among APs. In [18] , the authors also propose a joint transmission scheduling scheme for radio access and wireless backhaul using mmWave D2D communication, where the decision is whether to use a backhaul path or transmit locally among D2D users in case of sufficient proximity. However, although APs relay content through mmWave links, the routes are predetermined by some criterion, instead of minimizing delivery time. Finally, authors in [3] design a mmWave framework for wireless backhaul where flows can follow multiple paths or be served concurrently between two devices. They aim to maximize the aggregated transmission rate, different from us.
Besides cellular networks and WLAN-like approaches, relay has been studied for satellite and mixed satelliteterrestrial communication networks using GHz bands. In that framework, the relay is typically considered as a tool for spreading the information broadcast by a satellite [36] , [37] , [38] . In case of small satellites on low orbits, inter-satellite links have been proposed for relay with directional links. However, the main issue studied in that case is the short life of inter-satellite links, which drastically reduces relay opportunities and requires the adoption of delay-tolerant solutions [4] . Thereby, solutions proposed for scheduling of satellite communications and relay cannot be used for fast reconfigurable mmWave relay, where there are neither broadcast elements nor connectivity time lapses.
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
We start modeling the problem as a Mixed-Integer-Linear Program (MILP) to obtain some preliminary insight on MMWBS (cf. Section 5). Then, we pursue a more advanced study in Section 6 obtaining the following main results.
• We show that the combination of interference with the possibility of relaying makes the problem very hard, proving in Theorem 1 that not even an approximation to the optimal makespan of MMWBS with interference can be guaranteed in the worst case.
• We also show that, even without interference, MMWBS is NP-hard in Theorem 2.
• Knowing from Theorems 1 and 2 that from a theoretical standpoint we can only aim for an approximation to the optimal MMWBS schedule in interference-free channels, we find it in Section 6.3. We present Algorithm 2 to compute such schedule and we provide theoretical guarantees of the approximation in Theorem 3. The above results combined expose the challenges of MMWBS.
• Theorem 3 also upper bounds the makespan of MMWBS. We establish another upper bound in Observation 1 for the natural schedule that routes all data without relaying, using only one RF chain (cf. Section 6.4).
• By formulating a simplified version of MMWBS in a Linear Program and using other mathematical argumentations, we prove lower bounds on the makespan of MMWBS in Section 6.5. We summarize our theoretical upper and lower bounds in Table 1 . 
Lemma 1
n ≤ n destination µBSs.
Thm. 4
Yes |S| ≤ i∈R,
No |S| ≤ i∈R:
T and {t si } i∈R : as given by the LP of Fig. 4 .
Thm. 3
No
Thm. 3
• Leveraging the insight gained from the analysis for worst case scenarios, we design simple yet effective heuristics for MMWBS (cf. Section 7).
• Finally, we carry out realistic numerical simulations to compare the optimization, the theoretical bounds, and the heuristic approximations (cf. Section 8). The experimental evaluation shows that, on average and for small testable systems, these heuristics find near-optimal solutions, both with and without interference. Bounds in Table 1 correspond to the following. The lower bound in Fact 1 shows the minimum time needed to deliver all data through the fastest interference-free links that can be active simultaneously. The lower bounds in Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 correspond to the minimum time taken by link activations even maximizing parallelism. The first is existential (corresponds to any given fixed schedule), whereas the second is universal. The upper bound in Observation 1 corresponds to delivering all data without relaying, using one MBS link at a time, and the upper bounds in Theorem 3 are makespan and approximation guarantees for Algorithm 2.
In our experiments, heuristics perform better than the constant-approximation schedule of Algorithm 2, which can be used only in absence of interference. Nevertheless, these heuristics perform better for typical settings (as we try to model for simulations) whereas theoretical results give provable guarantees that good solutions are possible for all scenarios (even if they seem to be worse by a constant factor than the proposed heuristics when run in typical settings). Moreover, we give the function of how performance scales up asymptotically (cf. Theorem 3). In other words, heuristics and Algorithm 2 are of independent interest.
All in all, our theoretical and experimental results show that compact concurrent relaying is a powerful tool for wireless backhauling in mmWave networks.
MODEL
We consider a backhaul system formed by an MBS s and a set R = [1, n] of n static µBSs that may act as relays for s. We denote the set of nodes in the mmWave backhaul network as V = R ∪{s}, and the set of links as E = V ×R.
Although the main potential feature of mmWave links is the directional communication and interference mitigation for spatial reuse, it has been experimentally observed [39] , [40] that commercial beam-patterns offer geometries where transmissions may potentially interfere in some regions of the space, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Such beam-patterns may have non-negligible sidelobes with high power, which indeed spoil the received signals from the µBSs positioned in the direction of such sidelobes. We model such effect in our theoretical framework by introducing an interference between transmissions via pairs of links-which could be set up arbitrarily-as follows. The binary parameter I 1, 2 ∈ {0, 1}, known by the MBS, tells a priori if links 1 and 2 can be active simultaneously. Our interference model is a particular case of conflict graphs used in previous works (e.g. [41] , [42] ), and it is justified by the fact that an active mmWave link is very sensitive to even small interference from other nearby transmissions [2] . Therefore, the binary parameter I 1, 2 states that links 1 and 2 cannot be active simultaneously in case their transmission beams interfere.
Time is slotted, and the capacity of each link is given as the number of bits that can be sent in one time slot, denoted as c . Also this quantity is known by the MBS. Each link has a cost of activation 0 < α < 1 modelling the portion of a slot used to activate a link (antenna steering delay, potential preamble, and header overhead). Once active, a link can be used during any number of consecutive slots without incurring further activation cost. In fixed backhaul systems-as the one discussed in this paper-the activation cost related to beam training can be saved since link end points are static. However, changing the configuration of the phased antenna array to the known setting for a link still requires a short but non-zero time. Hence, α remains positive, which is relevant for our theoretical analysis. In addition, novel designs are being considered that have non-negligible activation cost. In [43] , authors test a proof-of-concept of mmWave phase shifters with miniaturized liquid crystal. Further, in [44] , liquid crystal polymers are proposed as an efficient solution for future flexible 5G mmWave devices. Whereas such new antenna designs have higher activation time, they have desirable features such as higher gains and better beam shapes, that improve performance. Hence, it is important to analyze the whole framework and the system performance with positive values for the activation cost α.
We assume that each µBS, i.e., each node in R, has one RF chain, so that they can only communicate with one other node in V , and only in one direction, in any time slot. On the MBS side, we assume that up to K links from the MBS can be active in the same time slot, where K > 0 is a parameter. That is, the MBS can communicate with several µBSs simultaneously, leveraging complicated architectures with multiple antennas and RF chains. This is to avoid a bottleneck at the MBS for file deliveries, given that the MBS is the orchestrator of all traffic arriving to the wireless backhaul network. We assume that channel state information from each pair of links is available at the MBS, following the standards defined by the 3GPP in Release 13 [45] . Hence, the network uses the sidelink transmission mode in which the network orchestrator, i.e., the MBS, manages the resources for sidelinks, as well as schedules transmissions according to the channel feedback received from µBSs control channels. Retransmissions are handled by the MAC procedure, such as the HARQ protocol specified in the 3GPP Release 8 [46] , or any other available procedure for physical resource access as CSMA/CA protocols like 802.11ad.
For each µBS r ∈R, there is a certain amount d r ≥ 0 of data (in bits) whose destination is r stored at the MBS s. This data corresponds to the downlink traffic for the mobile terminals associated with that µBS, and the objective is to route it to r as quickly as possible. To this end, the MBS can send the data d r over the direct link = (s, r) or via an indirect path. Path lengths are limited to two hops, i.e., there can be at most one intermediate relay r , resulting in a path {(s, r ), (r , r)}, r ∈ R\{r}. We leave the study of multi-hop relay to future research, as here we focus on unveiling the potential of relaying in its simplest form. We consider that R is split into two disjoint sets, R = R R∪ R D , where R R is the set of µBSs that can relay (and may have their own data to receive) and R D is the set of µBSs that are only destinations. We define MMWBS first informally: Given a source MBS, a set of µBSs, the links between them, the interference setting, and a collection of data to deliver from source to destinations within the model described above, find a schedule of communication so that all the data is routed from the source MBS to the destination µBSs in the smallest number of time slots. The length of such a schedule is called the makespan. In this paper, we use S to indicate a schedule and |S| for its makespan.
A formal definition of the problem, its input (communication network, the interference parameter, and collection of data) and output (a schedule of links usage) is given in the following section as an MILP.
MILP FOR MMWBS
We formulate the decision problem of MMWBS as an MILP. Given an integer T , we want to decide whether or not there is a communication schedule of length T slots such that all the data is routed from the source to the destinations. Accordingly, our MILP has only a set of constraints, i.e., we do not require a utility function. Hence, we search for the minimum T such that the MILP has a feasible solution. We provide now a description of the MILP. Recall that in our model, c is the capacity of link in bits per time slot, d r is the amount of bits with destination µBS r, and α is the link activation cost. We use the following decision variables:
• d ir (t) is the number of bits for destination r ∈ R stored in node i ∈ V at the beginning of time slot t, that is, d ir (t) is an integer number such that d ir (t) ≥ 0.
• f r (t) is the fraction of the capacity of link used to send bits for destination r ∈ R during time slot t, that is, f r (t) is a real number such that 0 ≤ f r (t) ≤ 1. We now define the constraints on such variables imposed by the parameters. We start with data-flow constraints. All data is initially at the source, (Eqs. (1)- (2)), the data stored in each µBS after each time slot is updated considering the fractions of capacities used, (Eqs. (3)- (5)), and all the data must be delivered to the corresponding µBSs after T slots (Eqs. (6)- (7)). Namely, ∀r, i ∈ R, ∀j ∈ R R \{r}, ∀t ∈ [1, T ], we have:
For convenience, we define a binary variable that indicates when a link is active in a given time slot:
• a (t) ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator variable such that a (t) = 1 when link is active during time slot t. For any link ∈ E and time slot t ∈ [1, T ],
where Eq. (8) ensures that a (t) = 1 if some data flows through link during time slot t (recall that f r (t) are fractions of the capacity of , hence the aggregated flow is at most 1, as constrained in Eq. (10)). Now, we constrain the link activations of each time slot t in order not to interfere among themselves, according to the binary interference parameter I 1, 2 . For all links 1 , 2 ∈ E and ∀t ∈ [1, T ]:
Eq. (9) ensures that, in case two links 1 , 2 cannot be used in the same time slot t due to interference, i.e., I 1, 2 = 0, there exists a constraint that permits to activate only one link in each time slot. In case links 1 , 2 do not interfere, such constraint does not exist. Since the binary parameter I 1 , 2 is an input of the problem, Eq. (9) is linear.
Finally, we constrain the decision variables so that the schedule obtained does not violate link capacities, including the overhead for link activation (Eq. (10)) and the maximum number of simultaneously active links (Eqs. (11)- (12)), due to the nodes' RF chains. For any link ∈ E, µBS r ∈ R, and time slot t ∈ [1, T ] we have:
• Input parameters:
T : Number of time slots. • Decision variables:
dir(t): number of bits for destination r ∈ R stored in node i ∈ V at the beginning of time slot t. f r (t): fraction of the capacity of link used to send bits for destination r ∈ R during time slot t. a (t): indicator variable such that a (t) = 1 when link is active during time slot t.
Set of constraints, ∀r, i ∈ R, ∀j ∈ R R \{r}, ∀t ∈ [1, T ]:
• Data-flow constraints:
• Activation constraints:
• Link capacity constraints:
• Range constraints: In Fig. 3 we present the formulation of the decision problem described in this section. Please note that we have formulated the decision version of the problem. Hence, the goal is to decide whether it is possible to route the data in T time slots, so that there is no utility function.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present our theoretical study of MMWBS. We show first that, in face of interference, MMWBS cannot be approximated (Theorem 1). That is, no algorithm to compute a MMWBS schedule can have a guaranteed approximation to the optimal makespan in the worst case. The natural question that follows is what is the complexity of MMWBS without interference. We answer such question showing that even in such simpler scenario MMWBS is NPhard (Theorem 2). In other words, we can only aim for approximations to the optimal schedule without interference. We present such algorithm (cf. Algorithm 2) and prove its approximation in Theorem 3. All these results combined expose the intrinsic challenges of solving optimally MMWBS. Nevertheless, lower and upper bounds on the makespan are of interest. Formulating a simplified version of MMWBS as a Linear Program and using other mathematical argumentations, we prove various lower bounds. For comparison, we also establish upper bounds for a schedule without relaying or spatial reuse, and we bound the makespan of our approximation algorithm (Theorem 3). The details follow.
MMWBS cannot be approximated
We show here that the MMWBS Problem (with interference) cannot be approximated. We do so by reducing the maximum clique problem [47] to MMWBS, as follows.
Theorem 1.
For all ε > 0, approximating the MMWBS problem to within n 1−ε /2 is NP-hard.
Proof. Consider an instance G = (W, E W ) of the maximum clique problem with |W | = n nodes. We build an instance of MMWBS from G as follows. The activation cost is α ≤ 0.5. The set of µBSs will be R = W ∪ {d}, where R R = W and R D = {d}. The MBS can send to up to K = n µBSs simultaneously. The links from the MBS s to the µBSs in R R interfere with each other as follows: For every i, j ∈ W , links i = (s, i) and j = (s, j) have I i , j = 1 if and only if (i, j) ∈ E W . The rest of links can only be used alone, i.e., for each link ∈ {(s, d)} ∪ {(i, j) : i, j ∈ R}, I , = 0, for all . This interference setting guarantees that the only parallelism in the communication can come from the MBS sending to the nodes in R R , and there can be as many simultaneous transmissions as the size C of the maximum clique in G.
There is a single file F to be sent from the MBS to d of size f > n 2 . The links from the MBS s to the µBSs in R R have capacity 1. The link (s, d) has extremely low capacity. The links from the µBSs in R R to d have capacity f 1−α . It can be seen that the optimal makespan of this instance of MMWBS is T * = α + f /C + C, where C is the size of the maximum clique in G. The schedule uses α + f /C time slots 3 to get the file F to C nodes of R R . Then, these µBSs send their corresponding portion of file to d in the next C time slots. Observe that d cannot receive anything while the file is being sent by s given the interference between links.
Let us assume there is an algorithm A with polynomial time complexity that can approximate MMWBS to within a factor ρ = n 1−ε /2, for some ε > 0. Then, the algorithm finds a value T ∈ [T * /ρ, ρT * ]. Applied to the above instance of MMWBS, the obtained approximation satisfies
Since the size of any clique is at most n, we have that C < f /C, and hence
T ). Then, we can use A to obtain an approximation of C to within
NP-hardness
In this section, we prove that the decision version 4 of the MMWBS problem is NP-hard, even if there is no interference and K = 1 5 . The proof is via a reduction from the partition problem with equal cardinality (PEC): Given 2n natural numbers a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 2n such that 1≤i≤2n a i = 2B, the question is whether there exists a partition into two subsets 3 . We disregard ceiling and floors for simplicity. 4. That is, whether there exists a schedule of a given makespan or not. 5. In terms of the MILP of Section 5, these assumptions imply that Restriction 9 disappears, and Restriction 12 becomes j∈R a sj (t) ≤ 1.
of n numbers each, such that the sum of each subset is exactly B. Let us consider that a min = min 1≤i≤2n {a i } ≥ B n+1 . 6 This problem is NP-hard [48] .
Theorem 2.
The decision version of the MMWBS problem is NP-hard for any value 0 < α < 1 of the link activation cost α, even if there is no interference and K = 1.
Proof. Given an instance I of the PEC problem, we construct an instance I for MMWBS as follows. There is the MBS s and a set R = R R = {v 0 We now consider the other direction. Assume that there is a solution to I . Observe that this solution must use µBS v 0 as relay to allow parallel communications, otherwise, the makespan would be 2B +2n α = 2B +2n > T , because the a i numbers are natural numbers and link capacities are 1, thus, at least one extra slot is needed for each link activation. Communication from s to v 0 takes at least α = 1 time slots just to activate the link. We claim that s must send to n µBSs via v 0 and to the other n directly. Otherwise, either s or v 0 sends to at least n+1 µBSs. Then, communicating with these µBSs would require at least (n+1)(a min +1) = a min (n+1)+n+ 1 ≥ B+n+1 slots, since a min ≥ B n+1 , and the makespan would be at least B +n+2 > T . This means that s sends to n µBSs via v 0 and to n µBSs directly. Finally, both v 0 and s send to their respective n µBSs B bits of data each. Otherwise, since both together send 2B data, one of them, say s, sends more than B bits. Let i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n be the µBSs served by s directly. Then, n j=1 a ij > B. Since a ij is a natural number, sending to µBS i j takes a ij +α = a ij +1 slots. Hence, the makespan would be 1+ n j=1 (a ij +1) > T .
Constant-approximation schedule for MMWBS without interference
In this section, we present an algorithm to obtain a schedule for the MMWBS problem that achieves a constant approximation of the optimal makespan when links do not interfere with each other. Recall from Theorem 2 that this especial case of the MMWBS problem is still NP-hard, and that in the presence of interference even approximating the optimal makespan is NP-hard (cf. Theorem 1).
In Algorithm 1 we show the Direct Download schedule. Direct Download computes a schedule that uses up to K RF chains without relaying but taking into consideration interference, and will be used in Algorithm 2.
The first step of our algorithm is to solve the LP in Fig. 4 , removing the restrictions that take interference into account (i.e., the line labelled (*)), which will be used later. 6 . Otherwise, we can simply add B − (n + 1)a min to each value a i .
Algorithm 1 (Direct Download)
We define the schedule inductively in time, as follows. For time slot t = 1, we select the fastest subset (up to size K) of links from the MBS (according to their downlink rate) that do not interfere. We do this one link at a time, from fast to slow, to avoid combinations. The selected set is activated in time slot t = 1 to download as much data as possible, while having into consideration the cost of activation of the links, α.
Then, for each time slot t > 1, we select first the links to µBSs that have received partially their files before t. Since they were not interfering among themselves in t−1, they neither interfere in t.
Additionally, we select the fastest subset of links to µBSs that did not start their download, up to a maximum K links counting the ongoing downloads, and restricted to non-interfering links (again one by one to avoid combinations). For these newly selected µBSs we consider the cost of activation of the link, α.
Finally, in case there is some µBS out of the MBScoverage, this µBS downloads its file through one relay, without spatial reuse.
The last time slot when some link is active following this procedure, call it t ub , is an upper bound to the optimal schedule S, i.e.: t ub ≥ |S|.
The objective function of this LP is simply to minimize the makespan, whereas the variables indicate the amount of data (flow) that has to be sent through each path (of at most two hops), and the amount of time each link has to be used. The flow and time-period constraints are the following.
1) The usage of each link does not exceed its capacity.
2) The amount of time a node is sending or receiving over any link is not more than the makespan.
3) The aggregated amount of time a set of mutually interfering links are sending or receiving is not more than the makespan. This constraint has been marked as (*) in Fig. 4 . Please note that obtaining the sets L described in constraint (*) is analogue to enumerating all maximal cliques in the graph G = (V ×R, F), where ( 1 , 2 ) ∈ F if and only if I 1, 2 = 0. The enumeration of maximal cliques in a graph is an NP-hard problem [49] . In practice, since the inclusion of any enumeration of maximal sets L in the restriction (*) provides a lower bound, we include a greedy enumeration of sets in the following way: given a link , we build L as a maximal set L ⊆ E such that ∈ L . For this purpose, we sequentially select all links in E and check if they interfere with all links in L . If they do, they are included in L . Our numerical results show that this greedy enumeration of maximal sets {L } ∈E actually has an impact on the lower bound when the activation cost is analyzed (see Section 8.2).
After removing the interference restrictions, this LP has a polynomial number of restrictions. This LP can be solved optimally with standard interior-point methods [50] . For a given MMWBS input, the LP outputs the amount of data (flow) that minimizes the makespan. However, although the makespan of the LP is a lower bound on the optimal solution for the MMWBS problem, it does not solve it. In
• Decision variables: tij: time (in slots) link (i, j) is transmitting. fsij: flow from s to j through relay i. fsi: flow from s to i without relaying. T : bound on the makespan.
Minimize T , subject to:
• Flow constraints: fact, the LP only outputs the period of time t ij each link is active, but not how this time is distributed over slots and when links are activated. Moreover, these times do not take into account the cost of the link activation (the values t ij include only partially the activation cost). Finally, in our model, at most one link incident to each node may be active in any given time slot, but the solution obtained from the LP may violate this restriction. In our algorithm, we address these issues by modifying the schedule as follows. We define a vertical phase in which first all the data held by the MBS is downloaded through each link = (s, r), r ∈ R according to the solution of the LP. Once a downlink is active, all the data that has to go across is scheduled, hence the cost of activation is incurred only once. In this phase the schedule of the activation of the links and the transmission of the data is done as referred to in Algorithm 1 (Direct Download). The length of this phase is upper bounded by i∈R:tsi>0 α + t si , although in practice it is expected to be smaller due to the possibility of K parallel transmissions. Now we define a horizontal phase, when the data is sent among µBSs only. To guarantee that we activate at most one link incident to each node, we create virtual links. Then, for each link that has to be active during an interval t (in slots, but maybe not an integer number of slots), we create t/(1 − α) virtual links between the same pair of nodes. This yields a multigraph on the set of nodes R. We then apply an edge-coloring algorithm in this multigraph so that each edge incident to the same node gets a different color. We modify the schedule accordingly assigning each color to a different slot. Regarding activation costs, given that the virtual links corresponding to the same physical link might not be scheduled consecutively, we upper bound the makespan assuming that a link activates each time it is used.
Algorithm 2 (Constant Approximation Schedule)
Input: an instance of the MMWCS problem Ouput: a mapping of data to links for each time slot.
-Solve the LP of Fig. 4 on the given input to obtain the values t si , t ij , f sij , f si for each i, j ∈ R.
-Use Direct Download schedule (cf. Algorithm 1) to transmit f si and f sij data from the MBS s to the µBS i over link (s, i) with one single link activation.
-Create a multigraph {V , E }, where V = R and E is a multiset of edges containing t ij /(1 − α) copies of the edge (i, j), for each i, j ∈ R.
-Run an edge-coloring algorithm on {V , E } and map each color to one successive time slot.
-For each of the following time slots, for each i, j ∈ R, if there is an edge (i, j) in {V , E } corresponding to the current time slot (color), schedule the next block of f sij data, including the link-activation header if needed.
We summarize the described procedure in Algorithm 2 and prove the constant approximation in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. Given a communication system with an MBS s, a set R of static µBSs and a collection of data to deliver from s to the µBSs within the model described in Section 4, the following holds: 1) Algorithm 2 (Constant Approximation Schedule) outputs a schedule S such that |S| ≤ i∈R:
where T and the {t si } i∈R are as given by the LP of Fig. 4 . 2) With respect to the optimal makespan T OP T , the makespan |S| entails an approximation of at most
3) The running time of the Algorithm 2 is
Proof. The first term of the upper bound on makespan |S|, that is i∈R:tsi>0 α + t si , upper-bounds the time taken by the vertical phase, and it is simply the aggregation of datadelivery times and activations as if done sequentially, which is the worst case. The second term corresponds to the horizontal phase and it is obtained as follows. As worst case scenario, we upper bound the cost of activations in this phase assuming that links are activated in each slot. That is, the makespan of the LP including the link-activation cost is at most T /(1−α) . Additionally, we have to add the overhead cost of the coloring. It is known that the optimal number of colors (i.e., the chromatic index) is χ ≤ 3∆/2 (cf. [51] ), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph. Moreover, it has been also shown in [52] how to find a coloring with χ + 9χ /2. We do not know the maximum degree of the multigraph, but we can bound it by the number of steps of the horizontal phase, which in turn is at most T /(1−α) . Thus, using this coloring algorithm, Algorithm 2 finds a coloring of at most
To see why the claimed approximation factor holds, notice that T , i.e., the makespan of the LP, is a lower bound on the optimal makespan T OP T , and that i∈R:tsi>0 α+t si ≤ K T /(1 − α) . Then we have the following:
2 ) time. For the vertical phase, adding the activation times takes O(|R|), as |R| is the number of links outgoing from the MBS. The sorting of the µBSs takes O(|R|·log |R|), and the scheduling at most O(|R| 2 ). For the horizontal phase, we create the multigraph {R, E } where R is the set of µBSs and E is the multiset of edges. For each µBS r ∈ R the number of incoming virtual links is d r /(1−α) . Then, |E | ≤ r∈R d r /(1−α) and the total time to create the multigraph is in O(|R|+ r∈R d r / (1−α) ). The next step is the edgecoloring algorithm of [52] , which runs in poly(ν, log µ) time for a multigraph of ν nodes and maximum multiplicity µ. Then, this step takes poly(|R|, log max r∈R d r /(1−α) )). Combining all the running times, the claim follows.
Makespan upper bound
An upper bound on the MMWBS makespan is given by a scheme that routes all data without relaying or spatial reuse. Observation 1. Given a communication system with an MBS s and a set R of n static µBSs, and a collection of data to deliver from s to the µBSs within the model described in Section 4, there exists a schedule S such that
.
The makespan in Observation 1 comes from a schedule that delivers data sequentially to µBSs under MBS-coverage using only one RF chain in each time slot (first term). For those µBS i out of MBS-coverage, it sequentially considers indirect paths by relaying over a µBS j i that relays d i to i through the fastest path, but without spatial reuse (second term). Therefore, interference has no impact on this bound.
Lower bounds on the makespan
To solve the MMWBS problem, the MBS has to send to µBSs all the data using a scheduling S. Let |S| be the makespan of S in time slots. Sending all the data through the fastest links outgoing from s, using up to K interference-free links concurrently, gives the following lower bound. Then, the length of S (i.e., the makespan) is as follows:
Another lower bound, based on link activation, is proved for a given schedule in Lemma 1, and a universal lower bound (for any schedule) is given in Theorem 4. These bounds are relevant when the amount of data to send is small and the makespan is dominated by link activations.
Lemma 1.
Proof. Let the data to be delivered be called simply data. Let a µBS that has data, for itself or for other nodes, be called Let I be the set of µBSs that do not receive directly from s in the schedule S. For any time slot t, let I(t) be the subset of µBSs in I informed during time slot t. Then, given that µBSs in I are only informed by the µBSs in D, we have that
Since |D(t i )| ≤ |D| for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d, to prove the lower bound we assume as a worst case that all µBSs in D are informed in the first d = |D|/K time slots. Then, the sequence of numbers of µBSs informed along time slots 1, 2, . . . , d, is |D(t 1 )|, |D(t 2 )| + |I(t 2 )|, . . . , |D| + d i=2 |I(t i )|. So, at the end of slot d, the number of informed µBSs is
From slot t d +1, at most |D| new µBSs are informed in each slot. Thus, to inform remaining µBSs (if any), we need at least n −|D|− Theorem 4. Given a communication system with an MBS s, a set R of n µBSs, and a collection of data to deliver from s to n ≤ n µBSs within the model from Section 4, consider a schedule S that solves the MMWBS problem. Then,
Proof. Consider the maximum number of µBSs that may be informed in slots 1, 2, . . . . In the first time slot at most K µBSs may be informed. In the second slot at most K µBSs may be informed directly and another K may be informed by relaying. We continue the same analysis to compute the first time slot t when tK + t−1 i=2 iK ≥ n , i.e., when
Solving the quadratic equation the claim holds.
Another lower bound on the makespan is given by the LP of Fig. 4 (see Section 6.3 for an explanation of the constraints). The objective function here is simply to minimize the makespan, whereas the variables indicate the amount of data (flow) that has to be sent through each path (of at most two hops), and the amount of time that each link is used.
Notice that the formulation does not restrict the temporal order in which the links must be used (as opposed to the MILP of Section 5). For instance, data that is being relayed can be delivered to a given destination only after reaching the relay. This LP does not restrict such temporal order. Therefore, the makespan obtained from the solution of this LP is only a lower bound on the optimal makespan. The reason being that, anyway, flow and time-period restrictions have to be observed, but the optimal makespan for MMWBS could be even larger after additionally restricting the order in which links are used.
In the experimental evaluation, we compare our algorithms with the maximum of the lower bounds obtained in Fact 1, Theorem 4, and the solution of the LP in Fig. 4. 
HEURISTICS

Greedy heuristic
We present first a simple greedy heuristic to be compared with the bounds derived in Section 6. The heuristic greedily uses the links that are faster as soon as they are available.
The schedule of transmissions with Greedy is built as follows. At any time slot t in which an RF chain k in the MBS s is available (e.g., initially or when it completes sending data to a µBS), it schedules a new transmission across the fastest link (s, i) from s to any available µBS i ∈ R R . The data d j > 0 sent in this transmission will be for the available µBS j that has the fastest link (i, j), among the µBSs whose data is still at s. Such scheduling begins in the first time slot later or same than t where the download of d j by link (s, i) and the relaying of d j by link (i, j) does not interfere with other allocated transmissions. Nodes s and i are then unavailable for a period of α+d j /c si time slots in case link (s, i) was not used through RF chain k in the time slot prior to this link allocation, or for a period of d j /c si otherwise. When the data d j is completely received at i, the MBS becomes available again in the next time slot and at the same time the data is forwarded to j via the link (i, j). µBSs i and j are then unavailable for a period of length α+d j /c ij time slots. Here, the activation cost α is considered since link (i, j) cannot be active in any previous time slot. In case at some point an RF chain in the MBS becomes available and there is only one available µBS i (because all the others already have their data or because they are relaying/busy), the MBS schedules a direct download of data d i for µBS i in the earliest time slot that does not interfere.
In summary, at each iteration, while there is data to be served, Greedy takes the fastest available µBS and sends it data d j for the fastest available neighbour µBS that still does not have its data. Hence, we enable parallel transmission as soon as possible, as intended in our mmWave backhaul with relaying. In case this is not possible, Greedy schedules a direct download. Since checking interference issues only consists into logical checks, it takes at most n iterations, one per µBS waiting for a file, to decide a final schedule. Thus, the computational complexity of this algorithm is O(n).
Resched heuristic
The second heuristic is based on reschededuling an initial communication assignment in order to iteratively improve the makespan at each step until no further improvement is possible. We call this heuristic Resched.
We consider an initial feasible schedule provided by Direct Download (cf. Algorithm 1), which consists of sequential direct downloads without relaying from the MBS to the µBSs under MBS-coverage that have a file to be served, while using all K RF chains and avoiding interfered connections, and sequential relayed downloads for those µBSs out of MBS-coverage. The set of µBSs that have to receive a file is sorted from lowest to highest delivery time. At this point, every µBS r ∈ R such that d r > 0 is scheduled through an RF chain k r ≤ K and at a time slot in which it begins its download, which we call its initiation instant: t sr . For those r ∈ R R such that d r = 0 we let t sr unset. Then, we iteratively modify such assignment by rescheduling the transmissions, taking advantage of relaying.
At each iteration, we take the µBS u ∈ R such that d u > 0 that receives its file the latest and that has been tried to be reallocated less times. Then, we reallocate the path transmission of its data, d u . For such reallocation, we search for a µBS r ∈ R R that may potentially relay the data d u to u. Thus, we check each µBS r ∈ R R in the order of the sorted list of µBSs and take the one that reduces most the current makespan and has no interference issues (this is, the new retransmission of the data d u cannot be scheduled through links that interfere with the already allocated transmissions of the other files of the system). The way in which the retransmission of data d u is allocated is the following:
We take the initiation instant of r, t sr . Let τ δ r be the number of time slots the µBS r is downloading files and let τ ρ r be the number of time slots the µBS r is relaying files, according to the current schedule. In case r is already downloading data from the MBS, i.e. τ δ r > 0, we take the RF chain k r through which such download is scheduled, and define a binary indicator ξ r = 1. Otherwise, i.e. if τ δ r = 0, we select an RF chain k r ≤ K in the MBS such that k r stops being used in the earliest time slot t and define the binary indicator ξ r = 0. Then, we take t sr = t. The µBS r begins to download in time slot t sr the data d u through the RF chain k r . Since data d u is now downloaded by r, instead of by u, the RF chain k u gets free for those times slots corresponding to the direct download, [t su , t su + α+d u /c (s,u) −1], so that other transmissions can be allocated in such time slots later in the heuristic. The download of d u will take place through RF chain k r in the time slots
Then, we update τ δ r to τ δ r = τ δ r + α · ξ r + d u /c (s,r) . Please note that, in case r was already downloading data before allocating to it the download of data d u , we do not consider the activation cost α, while in the opposite case we do 7 . Once r downloads all the files currently allocated to it, r relays the data d u to u in the time slots . Regardless the case, α has to be considered when updating τ ρ r because link (r, u) could not have been activated before.
The reallocation described for data d u clearly affects the scheduling of those files downloaded through RF chain k r . Since now r has to use more time slots to download one file more, the transmissions beginning later than t sr through RF chain k r must be delayed, as well as the relaying of such files. Thus, for all r ∈ R such that t sr > t sr , the initiation instant of r is updated to:
Thus, all the time slot intervals used for relaying are delayed as well, according to the new value of t sr , and the current makespan is modified.
If now the makespan is shorter than before and there are not interference issues, we keep the new schedule. Otherwise, we discard such reallocation of µBS u and try to relay data d u through a different relay r ∈ R R not selected for u yet. If all relays in R R have already been selected for u without success, another iteration starts for the relaying of data from the next µBS in the sorted list of µBSs, and u is replaced the last in the sorted list.
Resched ends when all non-reallocated nodes waiting for a file have been tried to be rescheduled without success.
In terms of complexity, note that Resched begins with an initial feasible allocation and then, it checks µBS by µBS with a file in the MBS if its download can be rescheduled to reduce the makespan. For each µBS, the heuristic checks up to |R R | ≤ n possibilities for its rescheduling. Thus, since checking interference issues only consists into logical checks, the computational complexity is O(n 2 ).
EXPERIMENTS
We perform experiments in scenarios that accurately reproduce real mmWave communication systems. We consider an MBS and a set of µBSs, as described in Section 4. We perform experiments with different choices for sets R R and R D where we analyze the behaviour of our algorithms, as well as different numbers of RF chains in the MBS. Also, we model interference in the network based on a model for mmWave antenna patterns that measures the radiating 7 . We consider that every relay r ∈ R R first downloads all the data allocated to it, so that the activation cost with the MBS is considered only once. After all the downloads by r end, r begins to relay the files with the other µBSs allocated to r.
beamwidths, as detailed later. To shed light on scenarios based on real measured rates and beam-patterns, we perform simulations in which link SNR, link rates and interference are obtained from real experiments, as detailed later.
To collect consistent statistics, we simulate each scenario 1000 times. We show in each plot the lower bounds detailed in Section 6.5. Nevertheless, we compact them onto the maximum lower bound that we get on each experiment, i.e., we select the lower bound with better guarantees for the makespan. Regarding upper bounds, here we mention that Constant Approximation Schedule (cf. Algorithm 2) provides theoretical guarantees for the makespan in absence of interference, as proved in Theorem 3. However, the Direct Download schedule described in Algorithm 1 practically provides better upper bounds in any case (either in absence or presence of interference), although it does not give theoretic guarantees. Hence, here we show the makespan provided by Direct Download.
The labels of the figures' legends refer to the makespan obtained with the following schemes:
• Upper Bound: Makespan resulting from Direct Download (cf. Algorithm 1) and Observation 1. • Greedy: Makespan obtained with Greedy heuristic.
• Optimum: Optimum makespan obtained by solving the MILP for MMWBS problem derived in Section 5.
Experimental setup
In the experiments, we consider that the MBS has data of random length for each µBS, drawn from a truncated exponential distribution ranging from 1 MB to 80 MB, with an average of 10 MB. We deploy a circular cell of radius R C centered in the MBS and place uniformly at random n µBSs inside the cell. We consider a fixed transmit power of P t = 30 dBm, and fixed antenna gains of G t = 25 dB and G r = 25 dB for transmitter and receiver respectively. According to the Friis equation, the power received in dB, P r is P r [dB] = P t + G t + G r + 10η log 10 λ 4πδ − 5, where η = 2 is the path loss exponent in free space, λ is the wavelength in meters for 60 GHz carrier frequency, and δ is the distance between transmitter and receiver. Besides, we subtract an implementation loss of 5 dB. The thermal noise power of Johnson-Nyquist in dBm is: P N [dBm] = −174 + 10 log 10 (W ), where W = 2.16 · 10 9 is the bandwidth in Hz used for transmission. We amplify this noise by the receiver noise factor of 40 dB, so the actual noise in dBm in the receiver is N [dBm] = P N + 40 = −174 + 10 log 10 (W ) + 40.
The achieved signal-to-noise ratio is SNR = 10
Pr −N +30 10 , and the electronic sensitivity S in dBm at the receiver is S[dBm] = 10 log 10 (k(T a +T Rx )W ·SNR)+30, where k is the Boltzmann constant, T a is the noise temperature in Kelvin of the antenna at the input of the receiver, T Rx is the noise temperature in Kelvin of the receiver referred to its input, and W is again bandwidth. We use T a = T Rx = 290 K.
We use the link rates resulting from the above computation and corresponding to the SCPHY modulation and coding schemes of [53] , which have been implemented in commercial mmWave devices. SCPHY rates range from 385 Mb/s to 4620 Mb/s. We further use an EIRP of 55 dBm. This makes possible to find theoretically feasible links with R C = 35 m, as we adopt.
The time slot is fixed to T s = 10 ms, and the activation time, namely A t , of every link is 1.0349 ms, unless otherwise specified. This activation time corresponds to the antenna steering time spent to explore a finite number of sectors, as specified, e.g., in the IEEE 802.11ad amendment [53] . Hence, this time is composed of a preamble and a header of 4291 and 4654 nanoseconds each, plus the time needed to steer the antenna towards the intended receiver and the intended transmitter. Here we assume that base stations have arrays of antennas of N A = 32 sectors. Since the time to transmit the sector sweep frame (SSW) is 15.76 µs, and both transmitter and receiver need to steer their beams one after the other, the final activation time will be: At = 2NA ·15.76 µs+18.2 µs+4.29 µs+4.65 µs ≈ 1.0349 ms. (16) The first term in Eq. (16) corresponds to the N A SSWs from the transmitter and N A SSWs from the receiver. The second term corresponds to one feedback frame from the transmitter, and the remaining terms are the preamble and header duration, respectively. Since in the paper we assume slot length normalized to 1, we have that every link has an activation cost of α = A t /T s = 0.10349.
We discuss two cases of the model described in Section 4:
• Full Network: We consider that the full network helps to relay data, i.e., R R = R and R D = ∅, and that all the µBS r ∈ R have data of size d r > 0 to download. This case fits the main purpose of this paper, when a mmWave backhaul network is deployed to obtain the files for the user equipments served by the µBSs as quickly as possible. Thus, relaying is enabled in the full network.
• Small Cell Network: We consider that a set of µBSs act as relays whose only purpose is to help the network by relaying data. They do not have data for themselves, so ∅ = R R R and d r = 0, ∀r ∈ R R . Although this paper is intended for a mmWave wireless backhaul network, this case more generically represents and sheds light on scenarios where a mmWave access network is deployed, so that there may be mmWave devices willing to help the network through relaying but do not claim any file. Furthermore, we also study scenarios under the effects of interference, as described in the model of Section 4. In order to capture such effects, we consider an interference model based on antenna patterns with one main lobe of a given half power beamwidth (HPBW), and sidelobes with a power lower than such HPBW. This model represents real directional antennas that may radiate and interfere only within an angle given by the HPBW. Such assumption is based on a simple analytical model [54] which characterizes the electric field of an antenna as a function of the beamwidth. As depicted in Fig. 2 , actual beam-patterns may radiate non-negligible power in sidelobe directions. The beam patterns depicted in the figure correspond to actual patterns experimentally obtained in a recent work [39] , [40] .
In our experiments, we use HPBW values large enough to account for sidelobes. In any case, the interference matrix I (i.e., parameter I 1, 2 ) is assumed as an input of the problem, so that the performance of our algorithms is not affected by the exact shape of the antenna patterns. Moreover, since the deployment of µBSs is uniformly random, the resulting average results are the same as if an arbitrary number of sidelobes were considered. In [39] , [40] , authors have observed that a typical aggregate radiating width for commercial antennas is around 22.5 degrees, which approximately corresponds to π/8 radians, as we mainly adopt in our numerical evaluation. In addition, we show at the end of the section results in which we use measured data for the exact shape of beam-patterns and link rates obtained from a commercial mmWave device: the TP-Link Talon AD7200 router. While this mmWave device is for indoor use and mmWave backhaul has somewhat different characteristics (more refined beam-patterns, higher rates, ...), the underlying RF technology and specifically the phased arrays are similar enough for these measurements to give meaningful results. The exact shape of these beam-patterns is available at [55] and the data can be downloaded at [56] . In order to build the real binary interference map we need to know which beam-pattern each µBS will use with each of its neighbors. Hence, we simulate the beam-training of links based on the link SNR: when a link is trained, each of the µBSs involved tests all of its beam patterns and chooses the one that provides the highest SNR. The achievable link rates of these mmWave devices have been investigated in [57] , from where we obtain the link data rate based on the distance between two devices. This allows to study our framework for realistic relaying and spatial reuse scenarios. We further provide a performance evaluation based on synthetic and modeled beam-patterns that represent future backhaul applications using better hardware.
Numerical results
Here we present multiple results of numerical experiments. We use R2018a version of MATLAB in order to simulate channel conditions, packet sizes, interference topology and positions of µBSs. We use the CPLEX optimizer to find optimum values for small instances of the MMWBS problem. In fact, it is hard to obtain optimal solutions from the MILP formulation presented in Section 4, due to the NPhardness proven in Section 6.2. Thus, optimum values are only available for small numbers of µBSs, which have been obtained through exhaustive search methods as Branch & Bound [58] . In the figures shown in this section, error bars represent 95% confidence intervals centered on the average extracted from 1000 simulations.
We show in Fig. 5 a simple example of an optimal schedule. Here, we consider n = 6 µBSs, labeled from A to F , and an MBS with only one RF chain (K = 1). The link rates shown are extracted from the SCPHY modulation and coding schemes defined in the standard. The rate corresponds to the SNR experienced by the receiver according to the power and noise computed as described in Section 8.1. Therefore, rates depend on the distance between transmitter and receiver, and on the adopted channel model. The upper part of the figure shows the logical topology (not the physical one), the links that are used, the data rate of links (label next to the link), the utilization of each link (thickness of the lines), and the size of downloaded data (in the table on the left). The bottom part of the figure shows the optimal schedule, which corresponds to a makespan of 12 time slots (TS in the figure) for this example, and is very close to the lower bound of 10 slots indicated above the scheduling table. This makespan is a 30% lower than the upper bound of 17 slots of the schedule with no relaying. Hence, end-user demands can be served much faster at the serving µBS. We also show at each time slot which links have been scheduled (marked with an arrow), which µBSs are intended to receive the data sent over such links (marked with the µBS label), and how much data in Mb is sent for the intended destination. In what follows, we show that this makespan improvement is the general behavior, thus proving the importance of studying relay and spatial reuse featured in wireless mmWave backhaul networks. Fig. 6 shows the impact of the number of nodes and of the average data size on the makespan. Here we do not consider interference and we use K = 1. As expected in this case, the makespan grows as long as the file size average grows, while heuristics reduce the makespan with respect to the direct download from the MBS. Indeed, Resched gets closer to the theoretical lower bound. Due to the NP-hardness of the problem, optimum results are computationally unfeasible, thus we show optimality only for small networks, and with an average data size of 10 MB, in Fig. 7 . Here the optimum is computed by solving the MILP formulation for MMWBS. Bounds and heuristics are reported for comparison (and they are as in the slice obtained for average file sizes of 10 MB in Fig. 6 ).
Full network case
In Fig. 7 , the makespan grows linearly with the size of the network since the average burden of data at the MBS grows linearly with the number of nodes. We observe that the optimal results perform close to the lower bound and the heuristics, in particular, the Resched heuristic operates near-optimally when the MBS has one RF chain. Greedy achieves worse results than Resched, which is not surprising given its low computational complexity.
In Fig. 8 we also show more optimal results for the makespan when the MBS disposes of K = 2 RF chains. Again, the makespan grows linearly with the size of the network, although the achieved values are much lower in this case. This fact is due to the possibility of using up to two simultaneous links from the MBS. In this case, Resched behaves better than Greedy, although the distance from the lower bound and from the optimum is higher than with K = 1. This is due to the fact that our heuristics give priority to direct download, when it can be fast, so that the MBS can transmit more often when K increases.
Instead, we show the impact of K for the case in which we consider interference, in Fig. 9 . In there, we fix the size of the network to n = 15 µBSs using antenna patterns radiating and interfering within π/8 rads. The figure shows that the makespan tends to decrease considerably as long as K increases. Such decrease follows an interesting shape that slows down the decrease until converging to an almost constant makespan. The reason behind this behaviour is that the more RF chains we have, the more parallel links can be active from the MBS and the less relaying takes place in the network. Still, Resched is able to reduce the makespan and take advantage of relaying in all the cases, despite the small gap of 50 ms (5 slots) between upper and lower bounds with high values of K. Indeed, the figure shows how tight our bounds are (although the lower bound is not necessarily a feasible schedule) and how Resched can achieve makespan reductions of 30% to 75% with respect to direct download (i.e., the upper bound) and a Greedy heuristic, using reasonable values of K. Note also that a greedy approach to relay yields no practical benefit as soon as the MBS can use two or three RF chains.
In general, Figs. 7-9 show that Resched provides good results, but never converges to the lower bound. Since heuristics always provide a makespan larger than the optimal, the optimal is not necessarily the lower bound. Heuristics aim to be as close as possible to optimal schedules, not to the lower bound. However, for those cases where obtaining the optimum schedule is not computationally feasible, Resched should approach as much as possible the lower bound, since it cannot be compared to other benchmarks. 
Small cell network
We next take a set ∅ = R R R of µBSs with no files (d r = 0, ∀r ∈ R R ) whose only task is to help the network through relaying as detailed in Section 8.1. In this scenario, all other µBSs i in R D do not relay traffic, which is implemented by setting to 0 the rate of any link (i, r). For a given small cell network, we consider a uniformly random placement of relays in R R , as well as for other nodes. In Fig. 10 we show the impact of fixing the number of relay µBSs in R R to 15 and increasing the destination nodes in R D in the network. Here, without interference and with K = 1, the behaviour is expected to be a linear increase since we increase the traffic burden in the MBS as long as we add destination nodes. Resched behaves as a good scheduler for the makespan, not very far from the lower bound and reducing more than 50% the gap between both bounds, while Greedy suffers from the simplicity in its design.
More interestingly, to complement the results of Fig. 10 , in Fig. 11 we show the impact of growing the small cell network through increasing the number of relays in R R . We fix the number of end-nodes in R D to |R D | = 10. Again, we consider no interference and assume K = 1. We place randomly the destination nodes of R D in each instance and keep increasing the number of relays. Such increase brings more chances for the end-nodes in R D to be helped and then the makespan keeps reducing with both Greedy and Resched, although the gain flattens for high numbers of relays. The gain of Resched is remarkable, since it can practically save between 15% to 50% of time to complete the download of all data. Results with interference and with K > 1 yield very similar behaviours.
In Fig. 12 , we study the impact of the link activation cost, α. Since the behaviour is similar in all cases, we only show an example with K = 4 and with interference. We find that the makespan of heuristics and of bounds increases linearly with the activation cost. The slope of the lower bound is, however, smaller than for the other curves. This result is due to the fact that our heuristics and the upper bound do not allow to split a data download in multiple separate chunks. Instead, when a download is scheduled, the entire file is transmitted. The increase of the lower bound is less remarkable here because such lower bound is computed with the LP of Fig. 4 , which does not use time slots, so that it can be more efficient (although the resulting scheduling is not necessarily feasible). In practice, while increasing the link activation cost may provoke the increase of an integer number of time slot for heuristics and upper bound, the LP used for the lower bound only increases file transmission times by α, without using any discretized schedule. Here we have also tested an activation cost of 1 µs, for those cases in which one can assume that the beam-training is saved an not repeated when links activate.
Interference and spectrum reuse
In Fig. 13 we study the impact on the makespan in the presence of interference, as a function of the HPBW, for a full network of 10 µBSs and K = 2. We observe how beamwidths below π/4 rads barely affect network performance, and so Resched: 296.17 ms Greedy: 317.5 ms Resched behaves in a similar way in presence or absence of interference. However, as interference increases because of larger beamwidths, Resched becomes less impaired than Greedy. Still, the overall makespan increases because the interference limits network capacity. For beamwidths of π rads the performance of the makespan is already like the direct downloads without spectrum reuse. We also compare the behavior of Resched and Greedy by considering the reuse of links in the presence of interference, as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . Clearly, Resched achieves higher reuse factors, even though the degree of interference considered in the figure is low (with beamwidths of π/8 rads). Specifically, in Fig. 14 we use box-and-whisker plots to observe the distribution for the ratio of time slots in which a number of links are active when we have K = 4 RF chains in the MBS. Fig. 15 reports just average values for such ratio, and compares different values of K. Since there can be up to K simultaneous transmissions from the MBS, this is often the most common number of simultaneous links active in the network. However, we can see from the figures that Resched is able to take advantage of relaying and can use even more than K active links per time slots with high frequency, while Greedy suffers from its simplicity and often uses K active links. Nonetheless, we note from the bottom part of Fig. 15 that Resched uses less than K links in parallel with high frequency when K is high. The resulting makespan is however shorter than for Greedy. The reason behind this counter-intuitive example is that high spatial reuse does not necessarily lead to faster downloads when interference can build up, which takes us to the next set of results, in which we consider the rates actually used.
Figs. 16 and 17 depict the distribution of aggregate network rates for Resched and Greedy, respectively. In each of the two figures we report the distribution with and without interference, for K = 8 and a full network with n = 15. We observe that the presence of interference tends to reduce the use of better links. Finally, Fig. 18 provides a direct comparison between the two heuristics in the presence of interference. Concretely, with beam-patterns having a HPBW of π/8 rads, 15.6% of the pairs of links interfere, on average. Here, although Greedy selects always the fastest available links among relays, it ends up providing worse aggregate rates and longer makespans than Resched because it forces the use of direct downloads in absence of good inter-µBS links. Instead, Resched avoids scheduling too many links when interference builds up. Therefore Resched achieves high spatial reuse without penalizing speeds.
Real-measured interference and link rates
Finally, we provide some results from scenarios with realistic measured beam-patterns and data rates from mmWave devices. Here, the interference map is based on real shapes of beam-patterns for cheap commercial antennas [55] , [56] and the makespan directly depends on real rates observed in 802.11-based mmWave devices [57] . In Fig. 19 we show four of the 35 available beam-patterns integrated on the TP-Link Talon AD7200. Here we can observe that although communication is directional, there are relevant sidelobes that incur strong interference in the system. Hence, specific algorithms that carefully manage interference in order to provide high spatial reuse are needed, as Resched or Greedy. In Fig. 20 we show the spatial reuse when interference is caused by real beam-patterns. As observed before, Resched provides higher spatial reuse than Greedy and hence provides a lower average makespan. In comparison with Fig. 15 , we observe a lower spatial reuse in Fig. 20 because there is more presence of non-negligible interference that affects the possibilities of spatial reuse. This fact also leads to lower aggregate transmit rate values in Fig. 21 , where we observe better spatial reuse in which aggregate rates are higher, but lower than the ones observed in Fig. 18 . Moreover, real SNR measures obtained in [57] are based on the imperfect beampattern shapes shown and hence provide lower link rates. In this case, 27.4% of the pairs of links interfere, on average.
LESSONS LEARNT AND DISCUSSION
Our analysis has shown that, in general, minimizing the delivery time (i.e., the makespan) of a collection of files in a mmWave backhaul network is not doable in polynomial time, unless P = NP . Even in simple scenarios where mmWave beams are fine-grained enough so that interference is neglected and the MBS only has one RF chain to transmit, the problem is NP-hard. So, time-efficient heuristics as Resched and Greedy are necessary to find feasible solutions. Our results show that our heuristics, specially Resched, are able to provide near-optimal solutions that are, with respect to the distance between upper and lower bounds, 40-80% closer to the lower bound. Hence, since Interference is as measured in [55] and rates depend on distance [57] . CDF of downlink rates from the MBS whose links are used to relay traffic (top); and usage of direct and relay links (bottom).
optimal scheduling cannot be implemented due to time constraints, one should always implement the Resched heuristic, which approximates the optimal better than Greedy. However, the complexity of Resched is quadratic with the network size, while Greedy's is linear. Hence, only in those cases in which the time of the decision-making process is really tight, one would implement Greedy. Furthermore, for the few cases in which optimal solutions are computationally feasible, we have observed that relay reduces the makespan by a significant 35%. The results shown in Figs. 7-12 illustrate how enabling relay considerably mitigates the transmission bottleneck at the MBS. Indeed, as shown in Figs. 13 to 21, using relay is convenient with ideal and realistic antenna patterns, since it allows efficient spatial reuse with high probability to achieve high aggregate rates. As we show in Fig. 22 for a typical case, direct download from the MBS only accounts for less than half of the aggregate utilization of links in the network. File download from the MBS to µBS relays occupies basically the same as µBS-to-µBS links, which indicates not only that relaying is convenient but also that our schemes do not blindly offload files to relays with inadequate connectivity quality to the destination µBS. Resched in fact tends to use relays that require a similar time to receive and retransmit the selected files. To provide some insights on which µBSs are usually selected and why, we show in Fig. 23 the CDF of downlink rates of those µBSs that act as relays. The CDF has a staircase shape because only discrete values of rates are possible, each corresponding to a given MCS. We observe in the figure that only µBSs with the best three MCS values are selected as relays, and more than 50% of relays use the maximum MCS.
The gain shown for our optimization can be impaired by non-ideal beam patterns. For instance, for the extreme case of real beam-patterns of cheap antennas as the ones studied in Figs. 19 to 21, we show in Fig. 24 that the CDF of relay rates is more spread and exhibit poorer statistics. For instance, the median for the full network case with 15 µBSs and K = 8 is 2.8 Gbps, against the 3.8 Gbps of the case of ideal antennas with HPBW=π/8 rads. However, the gain remains considerable as well as the fact that our optimization leads to dedicate about half of the link usage to relay, and to balance relay's in and out traffic, like in the case of ideal antennas. As a remark, while the use of cheap antennas could be common for 802.11-based inexpensive indoor devices, it is less reasonable to mount them on towers and outdoor deployments covering relatively large areas, which is where relay might be needed the more.
As a result of the lessons learnt on this research, we answer the questions raised at the introduction about the high complexity of the whole framework, the convenience of relaying and spatial reuse, and the selection of proper relays to know which µBSs relay traffic to which µBSs.
CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper we have defined the MMWBS problem for the compact and efficient scheduling of mmWave backhauls using an MILP formulation. We have proved that solving the problem is NP-hard because mmWave links incur a nonzero activation cost, due to antenna steering and signalling messages exchange typical of mmWave. We have derived and studied tight bounds for the length of the scheduling for a given set of download jobs, i.e., the makespan. We have shown that MMWBS cannot be approximated unless the interference can be neglected. In such case, based on linear programming, we are able to characterize the MMWBS problem analytically with constant-approximation guarantees using a scheduler running in polynomial time. We have also proposed practical heuristics, namely Resched and Greedy. We have evaluated the heuristics and validated the analysis by means of numerical simulations and, for small instances of the problem, compared heuristics to the optimal schedule computed with a Branch&Bound solver.
Our results show that simple heuristics show notable gains in small testable systems. On average, these heuristics find near-optimal solutions under different network topologies and base station settings, both with and without the effect of interference between transmitting mmWave links.
A study of MMWBS under other interference models, such as SINR [59] , link-to-link- [60] and node-to-link affectance [61] , [62] , and conflict graphs [41] , [42] , with other objective functions, such as minimizing energy consumption or optimizing beamsteering (since we consider those procedures described in current standards), and the questions of how to achieve stability, low latency, or high throughput under adversarial or stochastic packet injections, are left for future work.
